Abstract Because many bone tumors have a variety of appearances and are uncommon, few radiologists develop sufficient expertise to guide optimal management. Bayesian inference can guide decision-making by computing probabilities of multiple diagnoses to generate a differential. We built and validated a naïve Bayes machine (NBM) that processes 18 demographic and radiographic features. We reviewed over 1664 analog radiographic cases of bone tumors and selected 811 cases (66 diagnoses) for annotation using a quantitative imaging platform. Leave-one-out cross validation was performed. Primary accuracy was defined as the correct pathological diagnosis as the top machine prediction. Differential accuracy was defined as whether the correct pathological diagnosis was within the top three predictions. For the 29 most common diagnoses (710 cases), primary accuracy was 44%, and differential accuracy was 60%. For the top 10 most common diagnoses (478 cases), primary accuracy was 62%, and differential accuracy was 80%. The machine returned relevant diagnoses for the majority of unknown test cases and may be a feasible alternative to machine learning approaches such as deep neural networks or support vector machines that typically require larger training data (our model required a minimum of five samples per diagnosis) and are Bblack boxes^(our model can provide details of probability calculations to identify features that most significantly contribute to truth diagnoses).
Introduction
Radiographic interpretation of bone tumors requires identification and processing of multiple demographic and observational features that may correlate with a diagnosis, such as age, sex, tumor margin, matrix, and location [1, 2] . Benign and malignant bone tumors have a wide variety of appearances. Because many bone lesions are uncommon or rare, few radiologists develop sufficient expertise to diagnose bone lesions accurately. In clinical practice, one relies on learning characteristic imaging features of various lesions and recall, both of which are subject to bias. Thus, among general radiologists, interpretation of bone lesions can be variable, leading to misdiagnosis and suboptimal patient management.
Probabilistic approaches to medical diagnosis have been implemented in many areas of medicine, including radiology [3, 4] . Over 50 years ago, Lodwick provided initial proof that computing odds based on structured annotation of bone lesions could improve diagnosis, but the limitations of analog radiography and the lack of rapid computing technology restricted the impact of his work [5, 6] .
Bayesian inference can guide decision-making by computing the conditional probabilities of multiple diagnoses/classes (class posterior probabilities) based on observations (attributes/features) and their likelihood (prior probability).
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The conditional probabilities of the array of conditional probabilities can then be sorted to generate a Bdifferential diagnosis.Â lternative quantitative or machine learning approaches have been investigated such as artificial neural networks or support vector machines, but these algorithms provide more abstract Bconfidence scores^ [7] . In 2001, Kahn et al. developed OncOs, a Bayesian network for classification of 10 bone tumor diagnoses [8] . In 2005, based on Lodwick's work, Richardson developed an online Bayesian-based bone tumor decision support tool that incorporated five features (age, size in cm, bone type, longitudinal location, and matrix) to classify nine tumor diagnoses [9] . Preliminary results from these prior works are promising; however, these previous systems were limited to 10 tumor diagnoses. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines at least 20+ primary musculoskeletal osseous tumors [10] .
Stimulated by the work of Lodwick and others, we followed a comprehensive, structured, and standards-based approach for construction and evaluation of a naïve Bayes model (NBM) for generating differential diagnosis of bone tumors. Based on a historical teaching collection that started with 1664 cases of more than 60 types of primary and secondary bone tumors and associated syndromes, we used ePad, a web-based structured annotation tool, to annotate 811 cases with 18 semantic features each [11] . These 811 images and their associated annotations represent the structured data used to create the NBM.
Materials and Methods
Institutional review board approval was obtained. The requirement for informed consent was waived as this was a retrospective review of de-identified radiologic images with only age, gender, and brief clinical notes/diagnosis.
Case Selection
The raw data set is a collection of 1664 analog radiographic cases of bone tumors at a tertiary care teaching hospital. Cases were collected by one professor (none of the authors in this work are owners of the collection) between approximately 1955 and 2005 and in almost all instances were copy films. Two student s used a transparency film scanner (PACSGEAR-Lexmark, Pleasanton, CA) to digitize all radiographs in each case at 600 dpi. A total of 22,864 images were captured from the 1664 cases. Upon review by a musculoskeletal radiologist, cases were subjectively categorized into 124 low-quality, 675 medium-quality, and 865 highquality cases. High-quality cases included excellent representation of the lesion in terms of radiographic exposure and resolution, as well as lack of extraneous markings such as wax pencil or film labels. Low-quality cases included underor over-exposed images that may have exhibited motion artifact or interfering overlying markings. Taking the high-quality cases and a selection of the medium-quality cases, a Btop 1000^collection was constructed which included all of the relevant radiographic projections for each lesion; 2147 separate images comprise this collection. During the annotation process (see below), 189 cases were not annotated fully because they had limited visibility of the lesions (more common for lesions in the spine or facial bones, for example) or subjectively lower overall image quality. This curation process resulted in 811 cases. The pathologic diagnosis was obtained by histology for the majority of cases, with a minority of cases diagnosed by pathognomonic features and imaging follow-up, resulting in 66 unique diagnoses.
Feature Selection
The naive Bayes model contains 18 input attributes/features (2 clinical and 16 qualitative radiographic features) (Fig. 1a, b) . Feature selection was based on clinical experience and existing knowledge of radiologic observations commonly used to characterize bone tumors, such as bony expansion, bone location (transverse and axial), and patient age (in decades). Bone tumor literature was reviewed to refine or add features that show either high acceptance by the community or statistical significance in stratifying disease, such as border type (1ABC, 2, 3) and endosteal scalloping [1, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . For example, we initially considered using an attribute called Bcortical destruction^with assigned binary values: yes/no. Based on the work by Murphey et al. on x-ray cortical observations in chondroid tumors, we adopted their more formal and quantitative grading system Bdepth of endosteal scalloping^which ranks endosteal invasion by depth, from 0 (cortex normal) to 4 (full-thickness cortical breakthrough/destruction) [12] .
Annotation
For each of the 811 cases, 1 image (AP view or image with best visualization of the tumor, excluding film markings, film degradation, or overlapping bowel/bones/landmarks if possible) was selected for annotation with the 18 clinical and qualitative features by MSK radiologists (XX, 22 years experience, and YY, 6 years experience). All annotations were reviewed for discrepancies by XX who served as adjudicator and determined a consensus. Interobserver agreement statistics were not provided by ePad and were not measured. For consistent encoding, annotations were performed using ePad, a freely available quantitative imaging informatics platform which provides an implementation of the Annotation and Image Markup (AIM) standard [11] . Attribute values for each field were derived from RadLex if possible [17] , and supplemented by attributes derived from clinical experience or literature descriptions of bone tumor observations [12] .
Validation
While a total of 811 fully annotated cases/images were available, several diagnoses had small sample sizes constituting only one to three examples, such as Erdheim-Chester disease and Rosai-Dorfman. To avoid over-fitting, these sparse diagnoses were excluded from further study. By including only diseases that were represented by at least five case examples, the overall experimental dataset was reduced to 710 cases. To assess the effect of sample size on algorithm performance, we created three subsets from the collection of 710 cases using a progressively higher cutoff for minimum sample size, as follows:
Subset A (Most Inclusive, Includes Common, Intermediate, and Rare Cases)
Minimum five examples of each diagnosis: 710 cases, 29 unique diagnoses, shown in Table 1 .
* Note that Brare^reflects the relative number of examples of the diagnosis within our population, and not reflective of disease prevalence. Subset A uses a cutoff of at least five samples per diagnosis and therefore includes Brare,^interme-diate, and common prevalence diagnosis.
Subset B (Includes Intermediate and Rare Cases)
Minimum 18 examples of each diagnosis: 559 cases, 14 unique diagnoses.
Subset C (Includes Common Diagnosis Only)
Minimum 30 examples of each diagnosis: 478 cases, 10 unique diagnoses.
For each subset A, B, and C, a leave-one-out cross validation analysis was performed. For each test input, the machine produced a ranked list of diagnoses with each diagnosis assigned a probability. We established two outcome metrics by comparing machine outputs with the proven diagnosis for each test case. Specifically, we defined primary accuracy as whether the correct pathological diagnosis was the top-ranked machine output; we defined differential accuracy as whether the correct pathological diagnosis was within the top three machine predictions. The latter metric is intended to reflect clinical practice by providing a short differential list of possible diagnoses.
Bayes Model
The naive Bayes model (NBM) was developed using modern web technologies (front-end JavaScript/HTML5; backend and database PHP/MySQL running on an APACHE web server). The system is fully operational but is used only for research. The classifier generates probabilities for all diagnoses based on the 18 clinical and observational attributes (Table 3) , which are calculated in real time from knowledge encoded in the database. Conditional probabilities for all diagnoses are computed and sorted in descending order. The diagnoses are displayed in descending probability as a ranked Bdifferential diagnosis^ (Fig. 2) . Table 4 shows the raw computations that are generated by the NBM in real time for any unknown query. 
Results
The results of the cross validation studies are summarized in Table 2 . For subset A (710 cases, 29 diagnoses), primary accuracy was 44%, and differential accuracy was 60%. In other words, the machine predicted the correct diagnosis as the topranked result in 44% of leave-one-out trials, and predicted the correct diagnosis with the top three ranked results in 60% of the trials. For subset B (559 cases, 14 diagnoses), primary accuracy was 56%, and differential accuracy was 73%. For subset C (478 cases, 10 diagnoses), primary accuracy was 62%, and differential accuracy was 80%.
Discussion
We constructed and evaluated a naïve Bayes model for predicting bone tumor diagnosis on a collection of more than 60 unique primary and secondary bone tumors and tumor-like conditions derived from a historical collection that began with 1664 digitized radiographic cases. To avoid over-fitting, we restricted the final dataset to 710 cases so that each diagnosis was represented by a minimum of five samples. The strength of a Bayesian model is that relative probabilities can be provided along with diagnosis predictions, allowing for a likelihood ranked Bdifferential diagnosis^ (Fig. 2) , similar to what is typically provided in the radiology report. An accuracy metric for the differential diagnosis makes both clinical and intuitive sense. Alternative classifiers (e.g., support vector machine, k-nearest neighbor, random forest) cannot provide a ranked differential diagnoses based on probabilities, but instead, more abstract Bconfidence^scores or relative ranks [7] .
In Lodwick's original report, 77.9% of cases were correctly diagnosed as one of eight tumor types in a dataset of 77 tumors [5] . Kahn and co-workers assessed their Bayesian network by having medical students encode 28 cases comprising 10 diagnoses and feeding the features into their model. In that experiment, the correct diagnosis was obtained as the top choice in 68% of cases and within the top two results in 89%. In our work, restricting to 10 diagnoses was achieved by requiring a minimum of 30 examples of each diagnosis (subset C; Table 1 ). In this subset of 478 cases, our primary and differential accuracy was 62 and 80%, respectively. These results are comparable to those reported by Lodwick and Kahn, particularly given many differences in experimental details, including total case number, features encoded, and computational approaches. Our work also incorporated a much more diverse dataset comprising 29 diagnoses.
Our work demonstrates that Bayesian models can provide meaningful results for small training sets, although clinical utility was not tested in this work. This work focused on development and preliminary validation using a robust leaveone-out technique for all samples in the data. Despite Blowp rimary and differential accuracy, these accuracies do not reflect clinical utility. For example, theoretically, if a system is only 60% accurate (primary diagnosis or prediction) but more correct compared to radiologists 90% of the time, it is potentially clinically useful.
The NBM provided a differential accuracy of 60% among 29 unique diagnoses and required only five samples per diagnosis for training/knowledge. By comparison, a deep neural network may require thousands to train a diagnosis [18] [19] [20] [21] . Though our results with small sample sizes are encouraging, (14) Chondromyxoid fibroma (11) Osteomyelitis (11) Periosteal chondroma (10) Multiple myeloma (10) Osteoblastoma (10) Ganglion cyst (9) Paget disease (9) Giant cell reparative granuloma (8) Hemangioma (7) Intraosseous lipoma (7) Adamantinoma (7) Plasmacytoma (6) In the leave-one-out validations, subset A consists of all 29 diagnoses (groups 1, 2, and 3) and is most inclusive; subset B consists of 14 diagnoses (groups 1 and 2); subset C consists of 10 diagnoses (group 1) we did demonstrate improved accuracy by increasing the sample size from five in subset A (primary accuracy 44%) to 30 in subset C (primary accuracy 62%). However, more sample training size does not always result in improved accuracy of classification. In a two-layer neural network for bone lesions by Reinus, 29% (4/14) of diagnoses with training size of at least 20 had among the lowest primary accuracy scores (13-39%), and overall performance improved only marginally for diagnosis trained with more samples [7] . Despite this performance, Dr. Reinus' and similar work are novel examples of the promise of unsupervised machine learning in musculoskeletal radiology.
Unlike some radiology classification tasks in which accuracy is based on a binary decision between Bbenign^and Bmalignant,^the wide variety of possible diagnoses in this data set adds complexity to the diagnostic task. There is a trade-off between clinical utility for decision support (more diagnoses) and accuracy (reduced using fewer training samples). Therefore, the NBM is designed for continuous Blearning^as the Bayes probabilities are calculated in real time, and incremental Bknowledge^or new labeled samples can be added to the system any time. Bone tumors are also unique in that external data is available, such as Dahlin's textbook reporting the skeletal distribution of lesions as well as patient gender and age (22 cases). These probabilities reflecting disease incidence can be useful adjuncts to the features we have encoded for our specific dataset.
An important distinction should be made between retrieval and ranking. Even if image retrieval systems can find a labeled sample identical in appearance to the unknown query, the actual diagnosis can be different from the retrieved image because disease can have overlapping imaging appearances. Ideal intelligent machines should suggest a diagnosis based on similar appearances, but, more importantly, provide a differential of statistically likely alternates based on demographic, clinical, and observational data (Fig. 3) . Bayesian models hold a significant advantage by accounting for disease prevalence. Alternative machine learning approaches such as deep learning or support vector machines provide abstract Bconfidence scores^ [7] and are Bblack boxes.^Table 4 shows example raw computations that are generated by the NBM in real time for any unknown query. Although this output is normally suppressed to the user, our NBM can display this in debug Three subsets were trained and validated by varying the size of the minimum cutoff number for class training mode, allowing for the user to understand the machine's decision process, specifically identifying the attribute/value vectors that most significantly contribute to each diagnoses. We consider the results reported here to be preliminary, as the outcomes will likely change with increasing case numbers, refinements of features annotated, and improvements in the computational model. The current image dataset itself is limited, as it represents a set of cases collected over many years based on the interests of a single radiologist, with varying image quality. Furthermore, the prevalence of cases within the dataset does not reflect the day-to-day prevalence of focal bone lesions presenting for workup. There may also be qualitative differences in feature selection between the two musculoskeletal radiologists. The current work also is limited because it is based entirely on semantic descriptions of each lesion's visual appearance. The use of image processing and computer vision techniques to directly analyze edge, shape, size, and texture features of bone lesions on radiographs is a promising alternative [22] .
There are additional limitations of our work inherent to Bayesian algorithms. Bayes classifiers assume that features are independent (naïve), and that each feature contributes independently to class probability. Common pre-processing steps to identify strong correlations that can lead to overconfidence include computing a weighted correlation matrix for continuous variables or performing chi-square tests for nominal variable pairs. A second limitation of our model is the assumption that attribute values exist for all examples in the training set, and if they do not, then the differential should not be considered. For example, if osteosarcoma always exhibits osteoid matrix, and if an unknown exhibits chondroid matrix, then the class probability for osteosarcoma of the unknown instance is zeroed out (the class probability is the product of each of the posteriors). Laplace correction is a technique used in Bayesian models to correct for the situation in which an attribute value has never before been seen in the population by inserting small default probabilities for missing attributes instead of zero, enabling probability calculation for sparse data [23] . These implementations and their validation were beyond the scope of this work.
The eventual goal of a machine learning system is to improve clinical diagnosis, and ultimately patient outcomes. Neither of these goals has been tested with our NBM. Indeed, we could find no useful reference data on the actual clinical accuracy of bone tumor diagnosis as currently performed by radiologists without computer support. Lodwick estimated that he was 80% accurate in predicting the histologic subtype of bone tumors, but his accuracy varied across tumor types [5] . Based on our own intuition, an accuracy of 80% is probably reasonable for highly experienced experts. Tumor appearances overlap considerably, and histological analysis is ultimately needed for final diagnosis, even though pathologists cannot always agree on bone tumor diagnoses.
No individual is likely to achieve 100% accuracy. Thus, the output of a machine learning system should be compared against the best possible human performance. Looking toward future work, one of our goals is to test the ability of our system to improve diagnostic accuracy across readers with a wide range of experience, with the hypothesis that decision support will benefit those with less experience [22] .
Conclusions
We built and implemented a probabilistic classifier based on a naive Bayesian model that incorporates 18 features, both radiographic observations and demographic characteristics, to rank bone tumor diagnoses. During these trials, the model returned relevant diagnoses for the majority of unknown test cases. Using this approach, we were able to classify a wide range (29 types) of lesion diagnoses, with the potential to classify more than 60 diagnoses if we can increase sample sizes for rare disorders. Bayesian models can Blearn^from external data on a per-feature basis, enabling incorporation of external knowledge such as Dahlin's Bone Tumors, a reference of anatomic and demographic statistics of more than 10,000 bone tumors based on the Mayo Clinic registry [24] . This is the reason we designed our NBM to scale-it can add more training samples and diagnostic classes dynamically in real time. We are currently improving the system to be able to Blearn^from external knowledge (Dahlin, PubMed studies, etc.) so that each attribute can be more reflective of true disease prevalence, rather than reflective of the knowledge that is encoded in only our collection, potentially improving tumor prediction.
Compliance with Ethical Standards Institutional review board approval was obtained. The requirement for informed consent was waived as this was a retrospective review of de-identified radiologic images with only age, gender, and brief clinical notes/diagnosis. When a query is submitted, the Naïve Bayes machine computes prior probabilities for all attributes given the query instances for each feature. The product of the prior probabilities is factored and then normalized to generate an overall class probability, or probability of diagnosis for all diagnoses. The diagnoses with conditional probabilities >0% are displayed in descending order as a BRanked Differential Diagnosis.^In this example, demographic and radiographic features were entered for an unknown lytic lesion in the distal diaphysis of the femur in a 25-year-old male patient. The prior probabilities for each of the 18 attributes and overall normalized diagnosis probability are calculated in real time. The top three Bdifferential^are shown below with raw prior probabilities. This data is normally suppressed to the user
